Androids are automatons that resemble humans. They are machines that have been designed to look and act like us. In the film, *Blade Runner* (1982), androids appear in the form of Replicants, or genetically engineered creatures composed entirely of organic substance. Set in the year 2019 in dystopic Los Angeles, these life-like androids are produced in mass-quantity by a high-tech biocorporation, the Tyrell Corporation. The first androids produced were called animoids, or animal replicants, developed for use as pets and labor after most real animals became extinct. Humanoid replicants were next. Created primarily for military purposes, humanoid replicants were designed for the exploration and colonization of space. The newest model, Nexus-6, is the supreme replicant—much stronger and faster than, and virtually indistinguishable from, real human beings. This generation of replicants is programmed with a four-year lifespan to prevent them from developing human emotions. They appear human; they are not allowed to feel human.
This brings up two important questions: what does it mean to be human? And, as the line between human and machine becomes more and more blurred, can we redefine the definition of human to include this cyborgian interaction? I approach these questions through the eyes of Pris, the replicant I embodied for the in-class panel. She is the “basic pleasure model” of the Nexus-6 replicants, created to sexually satisfy and entertain humans. I explore humanity through her eyes and offer up a new definition of “human” according to Pris.
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The various definitions of “human” all seem to revolve around one concept—to be human means to be a human. Human embodied in human form, “a person,” “characteristic of humanity.” The definitions can go on and on and never reach a solid conclusion, always with an underlying indication of hierarchy. To be human means to be better and smarter than that non-human thing over there.

Humanity, however, depends largely on non-human entities. Why? Because the human form is “extremely limited,” claims Hans Moravec, Research Professor in the Robotics Institute of Carnegie Mellon University. The human brain, for instance, has to undergo “all kinds of unnatural training” to get it suited to perform, and even when it seems to have figured something out, it’s actually only half way there. “And then, you die.” Moravec has a solution for this, “...enhance your abilities via artificial intelligence, and extend your lifespan, and improve on the human condition.” He believes that a machine can and will be truly human, and that by 2040, robots will be as smart as we are. This will lead to a
sort of “robotic evolution” that will “render us extinct in our present form.”

It is currently 2019, however, and human form is not extinct, though robotics has greatly improved. I am an example of this advancement. I am a mixture of reality and fiction, of human and machine. I am Moravec’s “Superhuman,” though the law does not wish to define me this way. I am not “what can be reproduced, but that which is already reproduced…the hyper-real…which is entirely in simulation” (Bruno 67). I am more than human physically, yet allowed no human rights or protection. I am given a four-year lifespan so that I cannot develop the emotions that will make me human. There is fear in my potential—fear that my mechanical body, combined with human emotions, will make me superior. I am still inferior as I lack the latter.

In the panel I attended last Wednesday, I was asked why I valorize the human side of myself, when the machine part of me can do so much more. I would like to address that statement, for I am not asking to be completely human. I believe humans and machines are interchangeable. The human brain is constantly compared to a computer; there are
even theories that inherently imply this relation, such as the “computer processing approach.” Humans and machines interpret information. As Katherine Hayles states, “humans create the programs, implement them, and interpret the results.” Machines, in turn, help to organize this sea of data.

I am fascinated by her argument that humans partake in machine-like behaviors. “Machine-reading” is an adaptation of human form and learning. Digital technologies allow humans to “open new lines of inquiry and new theoretical possibilities” (12). They are “not just tools but tools that we think through” (11). To extend on this idea, there are new technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI) that exemplify the human-machine interaction. AI is the area of computer science that focuses on creating machines that can engage in behaviors that humans consider intelligent. Even newer is ambient intelligence (AmI). AmI takes this ability even further, so that machines aren’t just “tools with ideas” but rather interactive beings that engage with the world environment.

As a replicant, I am an interpretation of programmed information, of which I use to interpret my surroundings. I
am a physical representation of the exchange between humans and non-humans. I am an internalization of “real” and “imaginary.” I question the line that our verbal repertoire uses to separate me from humans. It is important that one envisions “human identity” as “an informational pattern rather than an embodied enaction” (Moravec).

Hu-man:
1: a functioning “Being,” organized with informational patterns that signal and receives responses,
2: an informational pattern that operates on the transference of data,
3: a “hallucinatory resemblance” of “reality,” functioning as a simulation and interpretation of “being.”
